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Abstract
Truths of the Riverscape refer to the use of geomorphological principles to inform sustainable approaches to naturebased river management. Across much of the world a command-and-control philosophy continues to assert human
authority over rivers. Tasked to treat rivers as stable and predictable entities, engineers have ‘fixed rivers in place’ and
‘locked them in time’. Unsustainable outcomes ensue. Legacy effects and path dependencies of silenced and strangled (zombified) rivers are difficult and increasingly expensive to address. Nature fights back, and eventually it wins,
with disastrous consequences for the environment, society, culture and the economy. The failure to meet the transformative potential of nature-based applications is expressed here as a disregard for ‘Truths of the Riverscape’. The first
truth emphasises the imperative to respect diversity, protecting and/or enhancing the distinctive values and attributes
of each and every river. A cross-scalar (nested hierarchical) lens underpins practices that ‘know your catchment’. The
second truth envisages management practices that work with processes, interpreting the behaviour of each river.
This recognises that erosion and deposition are intrinsic functions of a healthy living river—in appropriate places, at
appropriate rates. This premise underpins the third truth, assess river condition, highlighting the importance of what to
measure and what to measure against in approaches that address the causes rather than the symptoms of unexpected river adjustment. The fourth truth interprets evolutionary trajectory to determine what is realistically achievable in
the management of a given river system. Analysis of whether the river sits on a degradation or recovery pathway (i.e.,
condition is deteriorating or improving), alongside assessment of catchment-specific recovery potential, is used to
foresight river futures. Viewed collectively, Truths of the Riverscape provide a coherent platform to develop and apply
proactive and precautionary catchment management plans that address concerns for biodiversity loss and climate
change adaptation.
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“Science for its own sake usually means nothing more than
science for the sake of the people who happen to be pursuing it. Knowledge which is unable to support action is not
genuine—and how unsure is activity without understanding …
Rudolf L. C. Virchow (1821–1902)
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Introduction
Despite good scientific understanding of river systems,
significant awareness of the issues to be addressed, and
considerable expenditure and socio-cultural/political
goodwill in the design and implementation of restoration
programmes, river health is in a perilous state in many
parts of the world (e.g., Albert et al. 2020; Best 2019; Reid
et al. 2019; Su et al. 2021). Biodiversity losses, increasing flood- and drought-induced disasters, and failure to
adapt to changing climates present a salutary reminder
of the unsustainable outcomes of management practices and the unfulfilled promise and prospect of an era
of river repair (Bernhardt and Palmer 2011; Brierley and
Fryirs 2008; Palmer et al. 2010; Suding 2011; Tickner
et al. 2020). In large part this reflects the persistence of
the prevailing management ethos—a command-andcontrol mentality that asserts human authority over river
systems (Holling and Meffe 1996).
Tasked to make river systems more manageable and
predictable entities, engineering interventions emphasise concerns for river stability and hydraulic efficiency
(e.g., Brookes 1985; Downs and Gregory 2014; Gilvear
1999; Newson et al. 1997; Newson and Large 2006; Sear
1994; Sear et al. 1995; Thorne et al. 1997). Channelisation programmes systematically simplify alluvial reaches,
creating uniform, straightened channels (e.g., Petts 1984).
Dams and weirs disrupt longitudinal connectivity, ‘silencing’ rivers (McCully 1996). Anthropogenic margins such
as artificial levees and embankments (stopbanks) disconnect channels from floodplains (Belletti et al. 2020),
‘strangling’ rivers into increasingly lifeless and sterile
forms (zombie rivers; Brierley et al. 2021a). Resulting
path dependencies and legacy effects are expensive and
increasingly difficult to revoke (Moore and Rutherfurd
2017). All too often, practices of a fast-emerging river
restoration industry are little more than repackaged
applications of a command-and-control philosophy
under the label of ‘environmentally sensitive engineering’
(Kondolf 2011; Hewett et al. 2020), failing to engender
self-sustaining, dynamically adjusting, healthy rivers (e.g.,
Bernhardt and Palmer 2011; Feld et al. 2011; Palmer et al.
2005, 2010, 2014). An alternative approach to river science and management is required.
Rather than fighting nature, nature-based solutions
embrace a different mentality, conceptualising humans
as part of nature, supporting sustainable development in
ways that deliver multiple benefits for people and nature
(Fryirs and Brierley 2021b; Garcia et al. 2021; Hooke
2020; Newson 2021; WWAP 2018). Working with the
river in holistic, place-based (catchment-specific) applications contributes to the achievement of several United
Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to
generate social, economic and environmental co-benefits
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that deliver various ecosystem services (e.g., Martin et al.
2020). Guidelines for design and uptake of nature-based
solutions proposed by Albert et al. (2021) entail six planning steps: Co-define setting, Understand challenges,
Create visions and scenarios, Assess potential impacts,
Develop solution strategies, and Realise and monitor, with
implementation guided by five principles: Place-specificity, Evidence base, Integration, Equity, and Transdisciplinarity. Aligned directly with this conceptualisation, this
paper applies such thinking to the application of geomorphological principles to the development and delivery of
management practices that work with the river.
Recognising that fragmented knowledge can only
engender fragmented management, coherent, whole-ofsystem understanding is required to develop and enact
practices that work with nature. Conceptualisations of
landscapes and ecosystems as holistic, evolving, emergent and indivisible are firmly embedded in lived experiences of indigenous peoples (Fox et al. 2017; Hikuroa
et al. 2021; Wilcock et al. 2013; Wilkinson et al. 2020).
Parallel scientific framings apply a riverscapes ethos that
incorporates understandings of the geo–eco-hydrological
template of each river system—its dynamic physical habitat mosaic (Benda et al. 2004; Castro and Thorne 2019;
Fausch et al. 2002; Johnson et al. 2020; Jungwirth et al.
2002; Polvi et al. 2020; Ward 1989; Wiens et al. 2002).
Such conceptualisations recognise that the weakest link
in life-cycle chains fashions the functionality and integrity of the ecosystem as a whole (Hilderbrand et al. 2005).
Living rivers are disturbance-driven entities (Everard and
Powell 2002). Each river system is unique—perfect in its
own right (Phillips 2007). Emerging approaches to integrative river management appraise feedbacks between
social and ecological processes, conceiving riverscapes
as complex, dynamic, interacting social–ecological systems (e.g., Downs and Piégay 2019; Dunham et al. 2018;
Frascaroli et al. 2021; Hand et al. 2018). Framed in this
manner, a riverscapes ethos provides a holistic platform
for biodiversity management, flood risk and climate
change adaptation programmes (e.g., Tonkin et al. 2019).
Among many factors, the generation of catchment-specific knowledge presents a significant impediment to the
design and uptake of nature-based approaches to river
management. System complexity must be unravelled
and interpreted in efforts to describe, explain and predict the inherent traits of a given riverscape (Brierley and
Fryirs 2005; Brierley et al. 2021b). Geomorphic understandings of landscapes provide a foundation template
for such endeavours (Brierley and Fryirs 2005; Downs
and Gregory 2014; Thorp et al. 2006; Wohl 2005, 2015a,
b). However, deriving catchment-specific geomorphic
understandings is not always a straightforward task. As
noted in the foundation textbook by Schumm (1991); To
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Interpret the Earth: Ten Ways to be Wrong), geomorphology is not a linear, cause and effect science (see Brierley
et al. 2021b; Grant et al. 2013). Complexities and challenges often conflict uncomfortably with management
quests for simple, consistent, efficient, standardised and
readily applicable practices (e.g., Lave 2012), which can
result in a form of turbulence and trainwrecks as outlined
by Benda et al. (2002) and Boulton et al. (2008). Prescriptive applications that build upon generalised (theoretical) understandings disrespect the distinctive properties
and values of a given river system (Brierley et al. 2013).
Management interventions that strive to make rivers the
same engender unsustainable and inequitable outcomes
(Simon et al. 2007; Tadaki et al. 2014).
The failure to meet the transformative potential of
nature-based applications (Fryirs and Brierley 2021b;
Newson 2021) is expressed here as a disregard for
‘Truths of the Riverscape’ (Table 1). These principles
parallel Truths of the Shoreline proposed by Pilkey et al.
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(1978) in their critique of unsustainable and inequitable approaches to coastal management, wherein engineering measures strive to control beaches by keeping
them in-place (see Neal et al. 2018). The ‘Truths of the
Riverscape’ outlined in this paper provide a package of
geomorphic principles to guide coherent approaches to
river management:
•
•
•
•

Truth 1: Respect diversity
Truth 2: Work with process
Truth 3: Assess river condition
Truth 4: Interpret evolutionary trajectory to determine what is realistically achievable.

Principles that underpin Truth 1, respect diversity,
support development of catchment-specific knowledge
to look after distinctive values and attributes of each
river system. Working with processes (Truth 2) applies

Table 1 Truths of the Riverscape

Truth 1: Respect diversity
Discipline-bound knowledges assert theoretical framings of the river as it
should be

Nested hierarchical principles underpin appropriately contextualised
knowledge of the geo-eco-hydrological template of a river. A holistic
riverscape approach generates and applies catchment-specific knowledges
of the river as it is

Truth 2: Work with process
Site/reach-scale applications, typically channel-centric, apply linear, cause- Process relationships conceptualise rivers as living, adjusting, disturbanceand-effect principles that conceptualise a river as a predictable entity in a driven entities. Inherent uncertainties accompany understandings of rivers
dynamic equilibrium state (i.e., regime principles)
as non-linear, contingent and emergent entities that demonstrate complex
response
Truth 3: Assess river condition
Prescriptive, checklist, cookbook applications (one size fits all) generate a
static appraisal of a river, conceived as a collection of bits

Open-ended methods meaningfully compare like-with-like in processbased appraisal of character and behaviour, emphasising concerns for the
integrity of river systems

Truth 4: Interpret evolutionary trajectory to determine what is realistically achievable
Site/reach scale applications are inappropriately contextualised in space
and time

Interpretation of where each reach sits on a degradation or recovery
pathway is used to scope realistically achievable visions, framing reachscale moving targets in relation to recovery potential and (dis)connectivity
relations at the catchment scale

Bring Truths together to inform management applications
Reactive, cost-ineffective, ad hoc applications. Locked-in mentalities and
legacy effects set path dependencies that are expensive and difficult
(sometimes impossible) to revoke

Proactive and precautionary catchment plans respect diversity and work
with processes to improve river condition. A conservation ethos works with
recovery and strategically addresses threatening processes. Monitoring
underpins adaptive management programmes that adjust as necessary

Limitations of a command-and-control perspective and imperatives of a nature-based approach to river management
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understandings of how and why a river looks and works
as it does, defining the expected structure and range
of behaviour (functionality) of a river. This underpins
efforts to assess river condition (Truth 3) to ensure
that appropriate criteria are used to compare like with
like and identify underlying causes, not just the symptoms, of river condition. Interpretation of evolutionary
trajectory to determine what is realistically achievable
(Truth 4) assesses whether river condition is improving
or continuing to deteriorate, and the recovery potential of the system. Insights derived from this package of
Truths support proactive and precautionary catchment
management plans that protect system-specific values
and attributes, strategically address threatening processes and work with recovery to improve river condition (Table 1).
This paper applies a scaffolding approach that systematically documents understandings of each Truth, then
brings together findings to support the development and
implementation of proactive and precautionary catchment management plans. Various figures and tables provide an adaptable package of resources to support the
development of geomorphologically informed river and
catchment management.

Truth 1: Respect diversity
Truth statement: Unless management practices respect
diversity they fail to embrace place-based values, compromising biodiversity management and sustainability
programmes. Failure to develop and apply management
programmes at the catchment scale results in inequitable
outcomes in spatial and temporal terms.
Sustainable approaches to river management respect
the geodiversity of river systems along the spectrum
from bedrock-controlled to fully alluvial and wetland
variants (discontinuous watercourses) (Fig. 1A; Table 2).
While an energy-induced gradient of river types is clear
(Fig. 1B), concerns for biodiversity management embrace
the quirky and the unique, alongside typical or common
attributes (Fryirs and Brierley 2009, 2021a). Exceptionalism and local differences matter: No two rivers are
exactly the same and there is no magic number of river
types (Brierley et al. 2013; Phillips 2007; cf., Rosgen 1994).
Some rivers are naturally complex and heterogeneous
(messy), others are relatively simple and homogeneous
(Fryirs and Brierley 2009, 2021a). Some are inherently
connected, others are not (Fryirs et al. 2007; Poole 2002).
Some rivers operate as discontinuous (unchannelised)
watercourses. Despite such long-standing knowledge,
command-and-control approaches to river management pigeon-hole rivers into a select number of classes,
applying carbon-copy principles that strive to make rivers the same (Hilderbrand et al. 2005; Tadaki et al. 2014).
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Discipline-bound, fragmented knowledges assert theoretical framings of rivers as they ‘should’ be. Conversely,
nature-based approaches apply holistic, catchment-specific knowledge that works with each river as it is.
Building upon foundation work by Frissell et al. (1986),
Naiman et al. (1992) and Poff (1997), a nested hierarchical
framework provides conceptual and practical guidance to
analyse and interpret river diversity (Brierley and Fryirs
2005; Gurnell et al. 2016; Table 3). In simple terms, river
diversity at the granular scale reflects hydraulic interactions with available bed material, creating and reworking
hydraulic units (also called biotopes or ecotopes; Newson
and Newson 2000; Thomson et al. 2001). Process–form
interactions at the landform (geomorphic unit) scale
reflect the distribution and effectiveness of erosional
and depositional processes in channel and floodplain
compartments (Truth 2) (e.g., pool scour, bar deposition, levee formation; Brierley and Fryirs 2005; Fryirs and
Brierley 2013, 2021a; Wheaton et al. 2015). Characteristic assemblages and patterns of geomorphic units at the
reach scale provide the key platform for process-based
river management (Truth 2) (Kellerhals et al. 1976; Fryirs
and Brierley 2021a). Conceptualising rivers like the veins
on a leaf, tributary-trunk stream relations drive the operation of source, transfer and accumulation zones at the
catchment scale (Fig. 2b; Schumm 1977). What happens
upstream impacts upon what happens downstream, and
what happens off-site can have consequences on-site or
elsewhere—it’s just a matter of time (Truth 4). As drainage basins are the fundamental geomorphic and hydrologic unit (Chorley 1969), it is imperative to “know your
catchment’ (Brierley and Fryirs 2005).
Longitudinal profiles provide an elegant tool to frame
and communicate catchment-scale patterns of river
types (Fig. 2A, C) (e.g., O’Brien et al. 2017). Downstream
changes in slope and valley setting (width) are key determinants of the distribution of flow energy (stream power)
in river systems (e.g., Bizzi and Lerner 2015). Geological factors, alongside the discharge regime and anthropogenic impacts, influence the pattern of river types
(Fig. 2b). Drainage network configuration and the balance of erosion or deposition along a longitudinal profile are key controls upon the type and distribution of
geomorphic hotspots in a catchment (areas where river
responses to disturbance are accentuated; Czuba and
Foufoula-Georgiou 2014, 2015), and the relationships
between on-site and off-site impacts (Truth 4).

Truth 2: Work with process
Truth statement: Unless management practices work
with process they fail to work with the river, inhibiting
prospects to sustain key values, attributes and functions of
a living and dynamically adjusting system.
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Fig. 1 Respect diversity. A Shows examples of river diversity, B conceptualises the spectrum of river diversity along an energy gradient

Nature-based applications recognise that rivers are
disturbance-driven entities (Table 4). They are never
static. Rather, each riverscape is a product of a suite of
processes that operates across various spatio-temporal

scales (Table 3). Accordingly, management practices are
unlikely to be effective unless they build upon processbased understandings of a given river (Beechie et al.
2010; Rhoads 2020; Simon et al. 2007; Spink et al. 2009).
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Table 2 Geomorphic principles that underpin management practices that respect diversity (Truth 1)
Work with the river as it is, not theoretical or digital representations of a river divorced from place-based understandings
Geography and history matter. Theory is good, but reality is better
Open-ended and flexible practices identify and look after key values of each and every river
Some rivers are inherently messy (heterogeneous), others are not. Some rivers are leaky, others are not. Not all rivers have a channel
A nested hierarchical framework of understanding derives and applies appropriately contextualised, cross-scalar, catchment-specific knowledge
Know your catchment. The catchment is the fundamental geomorphic unit. Like the veins on a leaf, the catchment feeds the river. What happens
upstream impacts downstream—it’s just a matter of time
Different types of river at the reach scale comprise differing assemblages of geomorphic units (also called hydromorphic or morphologic units)
Drainage network configuration and tributary-trunk stream interactions influence the pattern of geomorphic process zones, associated patterns of river
types and (dis)connectivity relationships at the catchment scale
Listen to the river and learn from it. Catchment-specific understandings give due regard for diversity, variability, process, pattern and evolutionary traits

Table 3 Nested hierarchical (cross-scalar) approach to analysis of river systems (after Brierley and Fryirs 2005; Frissell et al. 1986; Gurnell
et al. 2016; Naiman et al. 1992; Poff 1997)
Scale

Attributes

Significance (respect diversity)

Importance for other Truths

Ecoregion

Catchment styles (archetypes)

Biodiversity links to geodiversity
Platform for planning and policy
Appraise catchment-scale similarity/differences

Evolutionary traits (Truth 4)

Catchment

Hydrologically and geomorphologically
constrained unit (veins on a leaf )
Pattern of process zones
Drainage network: Tributary-trunk stream
and connectivity relationships

Fundamental geomorphic unit—holistic
basis for land and water management

Proactive planning that incorporates
knowledge of off-site impacts and legacy
effects (Truth 4)

Reach (River Style) Relatively uniform assemblage and pattern of geomorphic units
Planform scale—channel–floodplain
linkage

Geomorphic process zone (source, transfer, accumulation)
Balance of flow/sediment flux (regime
principles)

Magnitude–frequency relations (range of
behaviour) (Truth 2)
Form/capacity for adjustment (sensitivity)
(Truth 2)
Key scale for process-based analysis of river
condition (Truth 3)

Geomorphic unit

Channel and floodplain landforms
Channel geometry

Dynamic physical habitat mosaic

Morphodynamics—process–form linkage
(bed before banks) (Truth 2)
Magnitude–frequency relations (Truth 2)

Bed material size

Bedrock (forced) versus alluvial (freely
adjusting)
Flow–sediment interactions—Hydraulic
units

Impelling-resisting forces Biotopes

Ease of adjustment (rivers love sand) and
bank strength (Truth 2)

Command-and-control management programmes
apply linear, cause-and-effect principles to impose upon
a reach a particular morphology with a particular process
regime. Typically, channel-centric designs apply dynamic
equilibrium (regime) principles, often divorced from
understandings of process relationships at broader spatial
and temporal scales. Such interventions fight the river
and the river fights back. Eventually it wins! In contrast,
nature-based framings work with the range of processes
to create and regenerate the dynamic physical habitat
mosaic of a healthy river (Florsheim et al. 2008; Maddock 1999; Piégay et al. 2005). Healthy river systems are
entirely capable of looking after themselves, as erosional
and depositional processes create and rework landforms

(geomorphic units). Different types of river along the
spectrum of river diversity shown in Fig. 1 set their
own slope over different timeframes, as forms, patterns
and effectiveness of resistance elements adjust in different ways (e.g., bed material organisation, scour to create
step-pool sequences, number of channels and sinuosity,
etc.).
Implicitly, the management imperative to ‘work with
river process’ considers river behaviour at the reach scale,
framing understandings of forms and rates of activity in
their catchment context. Such assessments are inherently
tied to perceptions of river condition (Truth 3)—the character (structure) and behaviour (function) that is considered to constitute a healthy river at a particular place
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Fig. 2 Know your catchment. A Characteristics, linkages, spatial considerations and disturbance responses of catchments, B Patterns of process
zones at the catchment scale, C Longitudinal profiles provide a tool to interpret and communicate controls on catchment-scale sequences and
patterns of river types. This example is from the Middle Fork John Day, USA and has been modified from O’Brien et al. (2017) and Fryirs et al. (2019)
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Fig. 2 continued

and time (e.g., Fryirs 2015). Erosion and sedimentation
are integral parts of a healthy, living river—in the right
place, at the right time/rate (Florsheim et al. 2008; Piégay
et al. 2005). Similarly, riparian vegetation cover and wood
loading are important attributes of a healthy river, so long
as associated process interactions are appropriate for the
type of river under investigation (Corenblit et al. 2007;
Gurnell 2014). Viewed in this way, floods, droughts, erosion, sedimentation or vegetation ‘problems’ are entirely

anthropocentric concerns. To the river itself, ‘natural’
disturbance events are important parts of river behaviour and functionality—the river is simply being a river.
For example, floods form and regenerate alluvial soils
and are important drivers of recovery processes in rehabilitation initiatives (Truth 4; Fryirs et al. 2018; Williams
et al. 2020). The more management programmes promise ‘protection’ from flood-related ‘problems’, the greater
the costs and potential consequences of disasters (e.g.,
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Table 4 Geomorphic principles that work with river process (Truth 2)
Don’t fight the river. Locked-in mentalities that strive to control a river are unsustainable. Rivers that are fixed in place and locked in time are expensive
to maintain. Nature fights back. Eventually it wins!
A living river ethos recognises rivers as disturbance-driven systems. Rivers are never static. Adjustment is the norm
A riverscape ethos works with the process regime that creates and regenerates the dynamic physical habitat mosaic
Erosion and sedimentation are integral parts of a healthy, living river – in the right place, at the right time and rate
Rivers create their own resistance (roughness) and are really good at using their own energy
Ecosystem engineers modify rivers for their own benefit, creating living rivers just as they like them
The balance of impelling and resisting forces, and the spatial distribution of unit stream power, influence the frequency of sediment movement
through the system
River morphodynamics at the reach scale vary markedly for differing types of river, with significant differences in capacity for adjustment (sensitivity;
rivers love sand) and range of variability (process regime). Different types of river adjust in different ways over differing timescales
The assemblage of geomorphic units along a reach reflects the suite of process–form interactions and magnitude–frequency relations that determine
forms and rates of river adjustment (vertical, lateral and wholesale adjustment)
Different combinations of erosional and depositional processes occur at different flow stages, with marked variability in magnitude–frequency relations
for different types of rivers. Some rivers are adjusted to extreme events, others are not
Channel geometry (size and shape) and channel–floodplain relationships (channel planform) are products of differing mixes of erosional and depositional processes on the bed and banks
Channels and floodplains tell different stories. When interpreting a river, it is important to get your head out of the channel
Reach-scale behaviour varies in differing process zones and is affected by (dis)connectivity relationships (controls upon the flow/sediment regime) at
the catchment scale. Tributary-trunk stream relationships and network configuration control patterns of river reaches and the distribution of geomorphic hotspots
Controls upon process interactions vary at differing positions along a river (relative role of slope, valley width, discharge regime, stream power, sediment inputs (amount, calibre), bank strength, etc.). Different types of disturbance event, and upstream–downstream relationships, influence the pattern
and range of variability of reaches along the river

Buffin-Belanger et al. 2015). As expressed by Bush et al.
(1996, p 170), catastrophes often set the stage for bigger catastrophes. Building upon Truths of the Shoreline
espoused by Pilkey et al. (1978), Bush et al. (1996, p 170)
continue to assert: “… if you choose to live by the sea, …
(it pays) to live by the rules of the sea.”
Not all processes are necessarily healthy for a given
river (Truth 3). Indeed, an imbalance in the mix and/or
rate of process activity may threaten distinctive values of
a given reach. For example, the loss of certain processes
such as extreme flood events or the acceleration/suppression of process activity may be considered unhealthy.
Work with process (Truth 2) builds directly upon Truth
1: Respect diversity. This recognises that different types
of river adjust in different ways over differing timescales,
with significant differences in capacity for adjustment
and range of variability.
Controls upon process relationships are manifest at
different scales (Table 3; Church 1996; Schumm and,
1965). Boundary, channel and valley scale elements
induce different forms of roughness (resistance elements) (Fig. 3). At the granular scale, hydraulic interactions between water, sediment and vegetation reflect the
balance between impelling and resisting forces at any
given location (Fig. 3). Essentially, this reflects how moving water interacts with the boundaries against which it
flows, overcoming frictional resistance such that impelling (gravitational) forces induce downslope-movement.

As flow depth increases, the relative influence of boundary resistance decreases. Hence, the relationship between
bed material size and flow depth is a key determinant of
process interactions. Eventually, increases in flow depth/
energy mobilise grains as bed resistance is exceeded
(Fig. 3A, B). Forms and rates of channel adjustment
reflect the deformability of channel boundaries (i.e., how
alluvial each reach is). Rivers love sand, the most readily
entrained and mobilised materials (Fig. 3A). In turn, bank
material properties such as the cohesiveness of sediments
(percentage fine-grained materials) and the role of riparian vegetation and wood are key determinants of the ease
of channel adjustment (Eaton and Millar 2017).
Variability in boundary resistance along river courses
reflects differences in bed material size/organisation,
bank characteristics and channel geometry/planform. In
simple terms this is determined by the smoothness of the
flow boundary, and the relative influence of vegetation,
bed/bank irregularities and anthropogenic structures.
Various flora and fauna act as ecosystem engineers, modifying forms and patterns of resistance elements along
river courses (Gurnell 2014; Law et al. 2017; Wheaton
et al. 2019). In turn, channel size and alignment influence
the ways in which energy is concentrated or dissipated
(Fig. 3C). These factors influence when and where sediments are deposited, the landforms (geomorphic units)
that are created and reworked, and the distribution of
erosional and depositional processes that determine
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Fig. 3 Working with process: Impelling and resisting forces in river systems. A Hjulstrom diagram describes the relationship between bed material
size and sediment entrainment, transport and deposition in rivers, showing that sands are the most readily mobilised materials in river systems
(rivers love sand). B At the grain scale, interactions between the size and organisation of bed materials (boundary resistance) and flow (conditioned
largely by slope and depth) influence the frequency of bed mobilisation and the distance materials are transported. C Channel geometry and
planform influence the extent of the bed/bank surface against which flow interacts (and the form resistance thereof ). D Valley scale resistance
reflects the extent to which the channel abuts valley margins (or other lateral constraints such as terraces and anthropogenic structures) relative to
planform-induced resistance

channel geometry and planform (Fryirs and Brierley
2021a). Valley width and confinement result in variable
influence of bedrock or other margins (e.g., terraces,
anthropogenic constraints) relative to influences of channel geometry and planform upon resistance (Fig. 3D).
These considerations influence the extent to which morphodynamic interactions are forced (or imposed) by
structural elements, relative to fully self-forming (alluvial) situations (Wheaton et al. 2015).
Alluvial channels adjust their boundaries to mobilise
and transport available sediment (cf., Eaton and Millar 2017; Nanson and Huang 2017). In efforts to consume flow energy, rivers create their own resistance in
the channel and riparian zone—the number and sinuosity of channels, their size and shape (Fig. 3B–D). Channel width–depth ratio exerts a critical influence upon
concentration of flow energy. Marked differences for
bedload, mixed load and suspended load rivers reflect

variability in the ease of sediment conveyance and bank
strength (Eaton and Millar 2017; Schumm 1977). In planform terms, boundary resistance varies markedly in relation to the surface area of single and multi-channelled
rivers relative to non-channelised situations (valley fills
and discontinuous watercourses). Alongside this, channel
sinuosity is a measure of surface area and boundary/form
resistance, setting the slope of the channel and influencing its ability to transport available sediments (Fig. 3C).
Inevitably, historical constraints and legacy effects
exert a significant but variable influence upon process
relationships in river systems (Truth 4). In simple terms,
it is important to assess “how contemporary is my river?”
When were sediments that make up the bed and banks
last mobilised and deposited? How have weathering and
pedogenic processes altered these materials over time?
When was the valley formed, and what determines the
slope and space within which the contemporary channel
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adjusts? How have anthropogenic impacts altered process relationships along a given reach (in what ways, to
what degree/extent, with what consequences)?
Geomorphic units are a key analytical tool with which
to interpret the process regime of a given reach and the
pattern of reaches along a river course (Fig. 4; Brierley
and Fryirs 2005; Fryirs and Brierley 2013, 2021a). Channel and floodplain landforms are ubiquitous features
of all rivers. The type and pattern of geomorphic units
reflect a continuum of stream power (slope) and flowsediment interactions along a river. In any given reach,
the balance and distribution of impelling and resisting
forces determines the pattern and frequency with which
geomorphic units are created and reworked. Formative
processes vary in intensity and effectiveness at different flow stages (e.g., low flow, bankfull, overbank), with
marked variability in magnitude–frequency relations
for different types of rivers. As noted on the Lane Balance diagram (Fig. 4A), any factor that alters the flow/
sediment balance affects river morphodynamics and the
relative effectiveness of erosional and depositional processes results in different types and patterns of geomorphic units. Interpreting assemblages of geomorphic units
provides a basis to map types and patterns of river reach
(i.e., define reach boundaries) and assess the character,
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behaviour, capacity for adjustment and range of variability of reaches that make up a river system (Brierley and
Fryirs 2005; Fryirs and Brierley 2021a).
Rivers adjust in vertical, lateral and wholesale dimensions (Fig. 4B). Differing combinations of erosional and
depositional processes along the bed and the banks create channels with different geometries and geomorphic
attributes (e.g., irregular forms of bedrock rivers relative
to symmetrical, asymmetrical and compound forms). As
channels and floodplains tell different stories about the
character, behaviour and evolution of a river, it is important to ‘get your head out of the channel’ when analysing
the range of behaviour of a given reach, appraising forms
and rates of floodplain formation and reworking processes (e.g., Nanson and Croke 1992).
Working with process requires insight into forms and
rates of adjustment at different flow stages (Fig. 4C).
Interpretation of river behaviour builds upon analysis of
the capacity for adjustment and the range of variability
of a given reach and assessing the magnitude–frequency
dynamics of assemblages of geomorphic units at the
reach scale (Fryirs and Brierley 2021a). Some river processes are only activated during extreme events, whereas
others occur during frequent, lower magnitude flows.
Some rivers are adjusted to extreme events, others are

Fig. 4 Process–form linkages of geomorphic units determine and reflect river morphodynamics (and resulting channel geometry/planform) at the
reach scale. A Lane Balance diagram helps to assess the balance of erosion and deposition at the reach scale. B Dimensions of adjustments and
degrees of freedom determine the capacity for a river to adjust, its sensitivity and its range of variability. C Process–form associations of geomorphic
units at different flow stages help to interpret river behaviour
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not. Hence it is important to question the appropriateness and reliability of equilibrium-based regime principles in any given instance. Rivers do not always respond
in predictable ways to a design flood (i.e., formative
flows, often designated as bankfull discharge events;
Eaton and Millar 2017; Davidson and Eaton 2018). Magnitude–frequency relationships of flood events, and complexities such as their duration and sequence (i.e., timing,
flood history) determine their geomorphic effectiveness
and the persistence of landscape changes that ensue (e.g.,
Costa and O’Connor 1995; Lisenby et al. 2018; Wolman
and Gerson 1978). Much depends upon the geomorphic sensitivity of the system at the time of a given event
(Brunsden and Thornes 1979; Downs and Gregory 2014;
Fryirs 2017).
Ultimately, reach-scale patterns of river types and
their (dis)connectivity reflect the pattern of geomorphic
process zones and linkages between them at the catchment scale (Brierley and Fryirs 2005, 2009; Downs and
Piégay 2019; Montgomery 1999; Schumm 1977; Fig. 2).
Hence, the catchment scale is the critical focus for geomorphologically informed approaches to proactive and
precautionary planning. Two key process-based analyses inform this: appraisal of controls upon reach-scale
responses to disturbance events, and interpretations of
the ways in which geomorphic responses are mediated
(conveyed) through the catchment (i.e., (dis)connectivity
relationships; Fryirs et al. 2007; Fryirs 2013; Downs and
Piégay 2019; Wohl et al. 2019). Sometimes geomorphic
responses to disturbance events are accentuated in particular parts of catchments. Typically, these ‘geomorphic
hotspots’ reflect reach scale sensitivity to disturbance
and/or the ways in which drainage network configuration accumulates off-site impacts and legacy effects in
particular parts of river systems (Czuba and FoufoulaGeorgiou 2014, 2015; Truth 4). Hence it is important
to assess how tributary-trunk stream relationships and
network configuration influence patterns of river reaches
and reach–reach (dis)connectivity (Fig. 2B).
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Truth 3: Assess river condition
Truth statement: Unless river condition is measured
appropriately, it is not possible to assess whether river
health is improving or deteriorating, the effectiveness of
management actions cannot be appraised and management practices fail to learn from past experiences.
Many researchers are uncomfortable with qualitative,
subjective assertions in scientific assessment of river
condition (e.g., Boulton 1999; Norris and Thoms 1999).
Others are uncomfortable with approaches that apply
blanket checklists and quantitative scoring and weightings to metrics across all river types without considering whether the measures being used and the weightings
applied reflect river diversity (Truth 1) and expected process and behaviour of the river being assessed (Truth 2)
(Fryirs 2015; Fryirs et al. 2008). Even more contentious
circumstances are encountered when these understandings are viewed alongside socio-economic and cultural
considerations (e.g., Blue 2018; Vollmer et al. 2018).
However challenging, condition assessment is required
to appraise improvement or deterioration in river health
(Karr 1999). Conducted effectively, monitoring informs
adaptive management programmes that learn from past
experiences (Brierley et al. 2010; Downs and Kondolf
2002; Gilvear 1999; Hobbs and Norton 1996; Kondolf and
Micheli 1995).
Command-and-control management tends to push
aside concerns for river health and ecosystem services.
If conducted at all, a ‘one size fits all’ approach to monitoring typically conceptualises a river as a collection of
parts, often failing to assess underlying processes that
are key determinants of river condition. A nature-based
ethos appraises the functionality of the system as a whole
(Table 5). Efforts that work with process (Truth 2) to
improve condition treat the underlying causes of system
degradation (Table 3; Fryirs 2015; Gurnell et al. 2020;
Hobbs and Norton 1996; Rinaldi et al. 2015). Openended methods meaningfully compare like-with-like
in process-based appraisals of system functionality and
integrity, guiding practices that target underlying threats

Table 5 Geomorphic principles to assess river condition (Truth 3)
Think holistically at the ecosystem scale, recognising that there are too many species to save them one at a time. The weakest link in the chain—the
least effectively functioning attribute—determines the viability of life cycles and the performance of the system as a whole. A healthy river is more than
a collection of parts
Identify and address causes of deterioration, not merely their symptoms (e.g., bed before banks)
Compare like-with-like, carefully considering what to measure against. What is expected in process terms reflects the capacity for adjustment and the
expected range of variability for the type of river under consideration
Tailor applications to the type of river, measuring the right things in the right places in the right way at the right time. Use geoindicators that give a reliable and relevant signal of condition for the type of river
Determine whether each reach is in a good, moderate or poor condition relative to expected, explaining underlying causes of deterioration so that
structural or process attributes can be addressed to improve river condition
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to river health. This allows meaningful transfer of insights
to other reaches of the same river type.
Assessment of river condition defines the contemporary state of a river relative to an expected reference
condition (Fryirs, 2015; Fig. 5). In geomorphic terms, an
expected reference condition is based on the type of river
and its character and behaviour under prevailing boundary conditions (Fryirs 2015; Fryirs et al. 2008; Stoddard
et al. 2006). What is considered ‘good’ or ‘poor’ is relative to expected. This incorporates understandings of
river diversity (Truth 1), the capacity for adjustment and
the range of variability for each type of river (Truth 2)
(Fig. 5).
Assertions of a living, dynamically adjusting river recognise that just as disturbance is expected and varies
from situation to situation, ‘what is expected’ in structural and functional terms may vary markedly for different types of river. For example, a good thing in one
place (e.g., bed scour and bank erosion at the outside of
a bend along an active meandering river) may be a bad
thing elsewhere (e.g., equivalent processes along a passive meandering river). Determination of appropriate
reference conditions incorporates understandings of the
timeframes over which processes occur and rivers adjust
(Fig. 5). For example, a river may look and behave quite
differently before, during and after a flood. The shifting
baseline syndrome (Pauly 1995) asserts that what we
measure against reflects the ‘state’ of a system at a particular moment in time, recognising that this state may
be a pale reflection of earlier conditions (e.g., Park 1995).
As noted by Dufour and Piégay (2009), fanciful assertions
of wild, intact, pristine or natural (pre-disturbance) rivers
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do not provide a helpful basis against which contemporary condition can be meaningfully assessed in most
instances (Castro and Thorne 2019; Fryirs and Brierley
2009; Montgomery 2008; Powers et al. 2019; Wohl 2013).
Wherever irreversible change has occurred, contemporary river condition can only be realistically assessed
in relation to how the river looks and behaves today. In
these determinations, it is important to recognise that the
future may be different and no analogue states are likely
(Brierley and Fryirs 2005, 2016; Fryirs 2015). Situating
analyses in context of river evolution (Truth 4) supports
efforts to identify and manage causes of deterioration or
triggers of improvement (Fig. 5).
Appropriate monitoring procedures tailor measures
(geoindicators) to specific river types and expected morphodynamics, carefully considering where to measure
and how often to measure to ensure that the analysis
provides a reliable and relevant signal about contemporary river condition (Fig. 5; Blue and Brierley 2016; Fryirs 2015). Suitable measures detect underlying causes of
deterioration, rather than merely the visible symptoms,
thereby providing a basis to treat processes that are not
functioning as expected (Truth 2; Fig. 5). For example,
concerns for bank erosion cannot be addressed unless
consideration is first given to whether the channel bed is
unstable, and then whether bank erosion is expected for
that type of river (e.g., Spink et al. 2009). If it is expected,
where is it expected to occur and at what rate? If it is not
expected, what is causing the problem?

Fig. 5 Approach to assessment of geomorphic river condition (after Fryirs 2015)
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Truth 4: interpret evolutionary trajectory
to determine what is realistically achievable
Truth Statement: Unless management practices are proactive and precautionary, they fail to incorporate understandings of recovery processes in working towards the
best achievable character and behaviour of a river. Failure to inform the future is planning in the dark. Reactive
measures are ineffective, expensive and inequitable, setting and accentuating unsustainable path dependencies
that burden future generations.
Just as rivers evolve, effective management practices
adapt to changing circumstances. The scaffolded set
of Truths outlined in this paper underpins determination of what is realistically achievable into the future,
over a given timeframe (say, 50–100 years; Hobbs and
Norton 1996). Typically, command-and-control practices emphasise immediate concerns for local/reachscale issues, failing to contextualise system responses
to changing circumstances in space or time (Gilvear
1999; Kondolf et al. 2001). Expensive, inequitable and
unsustainable path dependencies ensue. In contrast,
nature-based applications build upon analyses of the
evolutionary trajectories of rivers at the catchment
scale, assessing where each reach sits on a degradation
or recovery pathway (Fryirs and Brierley 2016). Proactive management actions “Don’t fight the site” (Brierley and Fryirs 2009), applying foresighting exercises
to scope realistically achievable visions and designation of reach-scale moving targets (Brierley and Fryirs
2016; Table 6). Analyses of (dis)connectivity relationships interpret how responses to disturbance events are
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mediated through the catchment, and associated forms
and timeframes of off-site impacts and legacy effects
(Fryirs et al. 2009; Fryirs 2013).
To date, remarkably few comprehensive analyses document river adjustment and evolution at the catchment
scale (Downs and Piégay 2019; Grabowski et al. 2014).
Even fewer geomorphic studies foresight river futures
(cf., Tangi et al. 2021). Assessment of recovery potential
entails analysis of pressures and limiting factors operating in a system, interpreting legacy effects, sequences
(concatenations) of disturbance events, and changing
(dis)connectivity relations, among many considerations
(Brierley and Fryirs 2005, 2009, 2016; Fryirs and Brierley 2016; Wohl et al. 2019). Conducted effectively, analysis of catchment-specific forms, rates and trajectories of
geomorphic adjustment relate readily available remote
sensing data to longer term environmental histories and
field interpretations—the art of historical ‘sleuthing’ (e.g.,
Montgomery 2008; Khan et al. 2021; Piégay et al. 2020).
Toolkits and resource bases such as Google Earth Engine
provide near-instantaneous insight into the capacity for
adjustment (sensitivity) and range of variability of a river
(which reaches are adjusting, how and why), the role of
disturbance events, and off-site consequences of adjustments (e.g., Boothroyd et al. 2021) that can be used to
guide interpretations of evolutionary trajectory (Truth
4). The trajectory of adjustment reflects reach position
within a catchment and responses to changing fluxes and
(dis)connectivity relationships (Truth 1). Such is the primacy of the catchment scale in proactive and precautionary planning.

Table 6 Geomorphic principles that underpin interpretations of evolutionary trajectory to determine what is realistically achievable
(Truth 4)
Catchment-specific drivers and controls upon forms and rates of river adjustment determine the evolutionary trajectory of a river. Such analyses relate
river character and behaviour at the reach-scale to the pattern of river types and their (dis)connectivity relationships at the catchment scale
Some evolutionary adjustments are reversible (i.e., the reach operates within its range of variability). In other instances, irreversible change to a different
type of river may occur
Reach scale sensitivity and (dis)connectivity relationships (the distribution of buffers, barriers, blankets and boosters) determine how legacies, path
dependencies and lagged, off-site responses to disturbance events are conveyed through a catchment (the response gradient)
Changes to sediment sources and the flow/sediment regime impact upon the balance of impelling and resisting forces, the aggradational–degradational balance of the river, and associated trajectories and rates of river adjustment, in the past and future. Some reaches (types of river) are subject to
progressive adjustment, others are characterised by threshold-induced change
Hotspots, threatening processes and reaches that are primed to change are important considerations in strategic approaches to proactive and precautionary planning
Legacy effects, the imprint of the past upon contemporary river character, behaviour and condition, vary markedly from system to system, now and
into the future
Recovery takes different forms and works in different ways, shaped by different processes, for different types of river
The river recovery diagram provides a conceptual tool to appraise the condition of each reach today relative to the past, helping to assess how trajectories shape prospective futures
Recovery potential is shaped by system-specific pressures and limiting factors (e.g., reach sensitivity, legacy effects, changing (dis)connectivity relations,
etc.), informing interpretations of whether flow/sediment budgets (and other considerations) will facilitate recovery and over what timeframe
Foresighting exercises scope prospective futures to derive a realistically achievable vision, using modelling exercises to predict the likelihood of differing scenarios
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Brierley and Fryirs (2005) differentiate river responses
to changes in imposed and flux boundary conditions.
Imposed conditions refer to geologic/climatic factors
such as earthquakes or volcanic eruptions that disrupt
drainage basins. Flux boundary conditions refer to controls upon the flow/sediment regime and the associated balance of impelling and resisting forces along a
river course. Anthropogenic impacts, alongside other
forms of disturbance, often result in non-uniform traits
that may counter or reinforce each other, accentuating
or suppressing forms and rates of geomorphic process
activity (Fryirs 2017). Reach-scale responses to disturbance events reflect the capacity for adjustment (sensitivity) of a river (Truth 2). Different rivers may respond
in different ways to a flood event of a given magnitude
(Schumm 1991). Similarly, a reach may respond to disturbance events in quite different ways at different stages
of geomorphic adjustment (e.g., before, during and after
conveyance of a sediment pulse; Fryirs et al. 2012). Sometimes a reach is primed to change as it sits close to a
threshold condition, at other times it is not (Brewer and
Lewin 1998; Schumm et al. 1987). Evolutionary appraisals relate contemporary reach morphodynamics to longer
term trajectory (Brierley and Fryirs, 2005; Gilvear, 1999;
Grabowski et al. 2014). Cumulative impacts reflect the
summary response to catchment-specific circumstances
(Schumm, 1991). While conceptualisations such as the
Hjulstrom diagram (Fig. 3) and the Lane Balance diagram
(Fig. 4) provide indicative guidance into the direction/
pathway of system adjustment, quantification of rates of
adjustment and estimations of the likelihood of particular
outcomes is inherently uncertain. As the ancient dictum
states, ‘you can never step in the same river twice’ (Heraclitus, c535–475 BC).
In conceptual terms, Brierley and Fryirs (2005) differentiate river behaviour (reach-scale adjustments that
create a characteristic form; Truth 2) from river change
(transition to a different type of river, such that reachscale adjustments create a new or different characteristic form). While river behaviour reflects maintenance,
regeneration and reworking of a particular assemblage of
geomorphic units in a given reach (Truth 2), river change
refers to processes and behaviour for a different assemblage of geomorphic units (Fryirs and Brierley 2021a).
Differentiation of behaviour from change ensures that
management aspirations work with the contemporary
behavioural regime, recognising that what’s gone before
may not provide realistic guidance into what’s possible
into the future (Brierley and Fryirs 2005; Dufour and
Piégay 2009; Hobbs and Norton 1996). Analyses of evolutionary trajectory help to set the baseline for assessing the contemporary state of adjustment and recovery
potential of a river, determining whether adjustments
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are reversible (i.e., the reach operates within its range of
variability) or irreversible (river change has occurred). If
irreversible river change has occurred, past conditions
no longer provide an appropriate guideline to determine what is realistically achievable today. Importantly,
a change in river type for a given reach alters the flux
boundary conditions under which other reaches operate
(see Fryirs et al. 2012; Fryirs 2017). In some instances,
other reaches can accommodate responses to changing
boundary conditions such that they continue to operate
as the same type of river; elsewhere, river change may
be triggered (see Fryirs et al. 2012; Fryirs 2017). Building upon understandings of process–form relationships
and catchment-scale linkages ((dis)connectivity) (Truths
1 and 2), geomorphologists can predict pathways and
rates of adjustment/change for particular types of river
under different sets of changing boundary conditions
(e.g., changes to the flow/sediment regime or the types/
effectiveness of resistance elements along a river). These
relationships play out in very different ways, for example,
in bedrock and partly confined rivers relative to the range
of alluvial river types (Fig. 1).
Efforts to ‘work with the river’ assess whether river
condition is improving or deteriorating over time (Truth
3). Recovery takes different forms and works in different ways for different types of river (Fryirs and Brierley
2016). Hence it is important to specify what recovery
looks like for the system under investigation, assessing
how it works, and how long recovery processes are likely
to operate or be sustained into the future (Fryirs et al.
2018). Interpretation of recovery potential incorporates
assessment of threatening processes, pressures and limiting factors (Fig. 6; Brierley and Fryirs 2005).
Assessing where each reach sits on a degradation or
recovery pathway informs forecasting exercises (Fig. 7).
Interpretations of likely reach responses to prevailing
boundary conditions can distinguish situations in which
the reach is likely to continue along a degradation pathway, whether recovery is possible and what it looks like,
or if irreversible change is likely to occur (and the associated degradation, restoration and creation pathways
thereof ) (Brierley and Fryirs 2005, 2016). In management terms, identification of turning points is especially
important, as small catalytic actions that work with and
enhance/accelerate recovery can have major benefits in
these instances (e.g., Fryirs et al. 2018).
Forms, patterns and rates of river adjustment/evolution reflect catchment-specific considerations (Fig. 7). In
spatial terms (Fig. 7A), slope and valley setting and the
associated quantity and use (dissipation) of flow energy
(stream power), and relations to available sediment of
a given calibre, determine the types, patterns and (dis)
connectivity of reaches along a river (e.g., Lisenby et al.
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Fig. 6 River recovery diagram. This schematic conceptualisation situates the contemporary state/condition of a river in relation to its evolutionary
trajectory (Brierley and Fryirs 2005; Fryirs and Brierley 2016). The vertical axis reflects deterioration in condition from top to bottom (i.e., from state A
to D to F). Lateral axes reflect transition from degradation to recovery. If a reach has not moved far from its intact (best condition) state, restoration
is possible (state B). If restoration back to the initial state is no longer possible, but river condition is improving (i.e., recovery is evident), the reach
lies on a creation pathway (state E). The left hand side summarises responses if irreversible river change occurs (in this instance from a meandering
to a low sinuosity partly confined river). Continued degradation is envisaged in states I, J and L, whereas state H shows recovery along a restoration
pathway for this new type of river and state K shows recovery along a creation pathway. Green boxes are reaches in good geomorphic condition,
yellow in moderate and red are in poor geomorphic condition (see Truth 3)

2020). These factors determine how system responses to
changes to boundary conditions and responses to disturbance events are mediated through the system (Fryirs
2013; Fryirs et al. 2009, 2012). Process relationships and
evolutionary traits reflect factors such as relief, drainage
network configuration (tributary-trunk stream relationships), landscape dissection (drainage density), lithological controls upon sediment type, the discharge regime,
legacy effects (landscape memory) and responses to
anthropogenic disturbance (Fig. 2). The relative importance of these factors, among many others, varies from
system to system, and changes over time. Valley setting
and the associated degrees of freedom of a given river
reach inform predictions of likely changes in river type.
In large part, this reflects the extent/pattern of bedrockforcing (i.e., how alluvial the reach is) (Truths 1 and 2).
Hence, interpretation of where a reach sits in the spectrum of river diversity (Fig. 1) informs analysis of the likelihood of change and if change in river type does occur,
what the river is likely to change into.

In temporal terms (Fig. 7B), the past shapes the present
and the future to varying degrees, as legacy effects reflect
catchment-specific considerations (Fig. 7A). Sequences
of evolutionary adjustments reflect system responses to
disturbance events, conveyed as timeslices in Fig. 7B.
Purposefully no timeline is indicated on this figure, as
system-specific characteristics determine whether a
meaningful timeframe for management is expressed over
weeks, months or hundreds of years. Although Fig. 7B
is shown as a linear progression, threshold-exceeding
events may disrupt evolutionary trajectories.
System responses to anthropogenic disturbance not
only influence the contemporary river condition, they
also set path dependencies that shape what is realistically achievable into the future (Truth 3). Building upon
appraisal of whether a given reach lies on a degradation or a recovery pathway (Fig. 6), and assessment of
the recovery potential of that reach, foresighting exercises can scope prospective future trajectories. Analyses
of management choices in relation to the evolutionary
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Fig. 7 Spatial and temporal components of evolutionary trajectory analyses inform interpretations of river recovery and determination of
moving targets for management. A Sediment (dis)connectivity relations and changing sediment flux conditions at the catchment scale influence
prospective river futures (Brierley and Fryirs 2016). B Evolutionary trajectory and future trajectory set moving targets for management (Poeppl et al.
2020)

trajectory of the river interpret potential changes to prevailing fluxes into the future. Alternative scenarios shown
in Fig. 7B could be expressed as steady as she goes,
command-and-control practices and nature-based (geomorphologically informed) management options (Marçal et al. 2017). These determinations are best viewed
as moving targets, as inherent uncertainties will require
differing forms of adaptation to best cope with changing
circumstances into the future (Brierley and Fryirs 2016).

Adjusting the flow, sediment and vegetation levers and
(dis)connectivity relationships for multiple scenarios
helps to assess prospective future river morphodynamics
(Brierley et al. 2021c; Fryirs et al. 2021; Fuller and Death
2018; Lisenby et al. 2020; Wohl et al. 2019). Changing
relations between the flow and sediment regime (the
aggradation—degradation balance of a given river reach)
guides interpretations of how sediment availability and
(dis)connectivity relationships will impact upon flow/
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sediment regimes and associated recovery potential (e.g.,
Downs and Piégay 2019; Poeppl et al. 2020). For example,
where will sediments come from to facilitate recovery
and how is this likely to change over time (Fryirs and Brierley 2001; Tangi et al. 2021)? Modelling applications are
required to quantify rates of adjustment and prospects to
exceed threshold conditions, and the spatial ramifications
thereof, assessing what can be done to mitigate prospects
for system deterioration (e.g., Brierley et al. 2021c; Czuba
and Foufoula-Georgiou 2014, 2015; Schmitt et al. 2016).
Such analyses provide an evidence base to assess what
can be done to trigger, enhance and maintain river recovery into the future, interpreting the timeframe over which
management options can ‘opt-out’ as assisted recovery is
no longer needed, because a system is self-healing (Kondolf 2011, 2012; Fryirs et al. 2018).

Discussion: bringing the Truths of the Riverscape
together to inform catchment management plans
“Rivers … are the soul of the land through which they
flow.”
Wade Davis, 2020, p14.
River management is hard (Harris and Heathwaite
2012). Power relations underpin contestations among differing value sets of multiple stakeholders, regulators and
knowledge providers: who is in-the-room, relative to the
exclusion of ‘others’ determines what the plan or project
looks like and associated perceptions of success or failure (Garcia et al. 2021; Jellinek et al. 2019; Perring et al.
2015; Rogers 2006). A sustainability lens takes heed of the
Truths of the Riverscape. Nature-based framings work
with river adjustment, change and evolution, explicitly
acknowledging inherent uncertainties in planning for
the future (Tables 1 and 7). Proactive and precautionary
catchment plans respect diversity (Truth 1) and work
with processes (Truth 2) to improve river condition
(Truth 3), applying a conservation ethos that works with
recovery and strategically addresses threatening processes (Truth 4). In environmental terms, compromise
solutions are not the answer. What is half a habitat? Ecosystems cannot thrive and survive unless all components
of lifecycles are viable.
Failure to plan is planning to fail. In the absence of
proactive planning, reactive management fails to learn
from what’s gone before (Gilvear 1999). All too often,
management programmes fail to hold steady at times of
perceived crisis and adopt short-term reactive measures
that authorities know do not work. Despite knowledge
that such practices are not sustainable, many management responses continue to reassert human authority
over rivers under the guise of notional stability, safety and
resilience. Proactive and precautionary catchment plans
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require bravery, foresight and vision while embracing
uncertainty (Fryirs and Brierley 2021b; Hillman and Brierley 2008) (Table 7). Experimentation is key to adaptive
management, learning effectively from past experiences.
It’s okay to make mistakes, so long as lessons are heeded.
Conversely, bumbling along blindly is disrespectful to
what is known and what is possible. Resulting practices
waste time, resources and opportunities, undermining
societal confidence in the process of river repair.
Insights derived in using the Truths of the Riverscape
underpin catchment-specific determinations of what is
realistically achievable (Fig. 8). Working with the river
assesses what is manageable, where, how, and with what
priority (Brierley and Fryirs 2005; Schmidt et al. 1998;
Table 7). A clear action plan identifies conservation goals
and works with recovery to articulate what does (or does
not) need to be done. Clear documentation of the underlying rationale and evidence base for any actions provides
a basis to audit the extent to which decisions are made in
the interests of the river, assessing whether the best available science and advice has been used or pushed aside.
A conservation ethos protects key values and attributes
and strategically addresses threatening processes (a stitch
in time). Integrative plans and actions at local, catchment
and eco-regional scales rebuild lost linkages in river systems (e.g., Erős et al. 2019; Fuller and Death 2018; Kondolf et al. 2006). It is important to recognise that in some
instances the contemporary river may be the best that
it can be. In many instances, applications of commandand-control practices to develop particular resources
or protect particular assets/infrastructure create situations in which there is limited potential for comprehensive uptake of nature-based solutions. However, notable
improvement in ecological conditions and socio-cultural
relations to the river may be possible. Prospects for repair
are especially limited for sacrificial reaches with low
recovery potential (Bouleau 2014). Elsewhere, passive
restoration techniques that enhance recovery engender
optimal outcomes in environmental and cost-effective
terms, leaving the river alone as far as practicable, allowing it to do the work—to look after itself (Fryirs and Brierley 2016; Fryirs et al. 2018, 2021; Kondolf 2011, 2012;
Wheaton et al. 2019).
There is cause for considerable optimism in efforts to
develop proactive, catchment-specific analyses. New and
emerging technologies are changing the way practitioners observe, monitor and analyse river systems (e.g., Boothroyd et al. 2021; Brown and Pasternack 2019; Piégay
et al. 2020; Reichstein et al. 2019). Available techniques
allow objective quantification of geomorphic attributes at low cost, high resolution, and at large (global)
scales, commonly applying open source tools that use
freely available data (e.g., Guillon et al. 2020). Big data,
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Table 7 Guiding principles for proactive and precautionary catchment plans that heed lessons learnt from the Truths of the
Riverscape
Co-craft a visionary but realistically achievable vision
River management is a collective responsibility—an ongoing commitment, not a project. Healthy rivers are products of healthy societies. Unless those
who live and work along the river want to look after it, management interventions are unlikely to be successful and sustainable
Be bold, preparing well for the future: Failure to plan is planning to fail. Without a proactive plan, management is inherently reactive, failing to hold
steady at times of perceived crisis
Act and learn together, sharing perspectives and experiences along the way. Unless assessment tools and frameworks are co-developed with practitioners who use them, they are likely to be ignored or mis-applied. If struggling to translate, it’s too late!
A coherent package of actions has a clear purpose and rationale, striving to achieve the best possible state (character and behaviour), and avoids measures or practices that work against each other
Work with the river as it is, determining what is manageable, where, how, and with what priority. Goals must be realistically achievable under prevailing
conditions, recognising that in many instances the river is the best that it can be. Many legacy effects and path dependencies are difficult, if not impossible, to revoke
Incorporate future variability into management plans, recognising uncertain outcomes of potential adjustments through flexible, open-ended and
dynamic goals (moving targets)
Hold steady at times of perceived crisis. Avoid ill-conceived, reactive measures that have limited prospects for success, often with negative long-term
consequences
Carefully consider treatment response, working with recovery in a conservation-first approach to management
Develop and apply a rational approach to prioritisation with an accompanying evidence base
Protect and/or enhance key values/attributes, remembering that prevention is more effective, and cheaper, than cure
Carefully diagnose problems, avoiding piecemeal solutions and blanket applications. Tailored, process-based treatments tackle issues at source, at the
scale of the problem (right place, right time). Inappropriate measures in the wrong place won’t fix the problem (e.g., bed before banks)
Appraise thresholds of possible/probable concern, identifying what can be done to mitigate system deterioration or collapse. Strategically address
threatening processes before they become more costly (a stitch in time), identifying risks/threats and tipping points and assessing how to manage
them
Work with recovery to facilitate cost-effective management, avoiding wasteful expenditure (opportunity costs). Targeted interventions get the best
‘bang for the buck’ (return on investment). Sometimes small expenditure/efforts can make a big difference. Targeted interventions at carefully selected
locations can have positive trickle-down consequences, as catalytic actions facilitate system-wide recovery (e.g., headcut management)
Get the sequence of actions ‘right’, avoiding and/or minimising negative off-site impacts (i.e., don’t transfer problems elsewhere). In tackling one
problem, don’t create others. Don’t fight the site—appropriately frame reach-scale applications in their catchment context, rebuilding lost linkages
(connectivities) to support ecosystem functionality at the catchment scale
Recognise that repair may not be possible in ‘sacrificial’ reaches with low recovery potential
Know when to opt-in and when to opt-out. Whenever possible, apply passive management measures that work with the river and allow it to self-heal.
Leave the river alone as far as practicable, allowing it to do the work—to look after itself. Passive restoration is a conscious choice to apply minimal intervention measures or the do-nothing option. Move the pump shed, not the river
Apply adaptive management principles
Be proactive, not reactive. Be ready when called upon
Learn effectively. Failing to learn from past experiences is a good way to keep making the same mistakes, unnecessarily repeating disasters and compromising riverine values
Effective monitoring programmes generate reliable and relevant signals about the condition and health of the river
Recurrently reappraise management objectives and approaches in light of experience and lessons learnt (successes and failures). Learn from experience, documenting, evaluating and reporting effectively
Make effective use of best available information. Ask the right questions—don’t let technology drive the questions. Question persistently. If something
doesn’t make sense, don’t do it
Develop and apply a carefully scaffolded information base (a living database), using clear language to establish common ground to inform integrative
practices, identifying gaps and avoiding practices that re-invent the wheel
Experiment effectively. Learn from examples of good practice and promote them. Document failures so others can learn from them
Use process-based understandings (archetypal histories) to transfer and upscale understandings and applications to achieve big-picture (collective and
cumulative) impacts
Respect and restore uncertainty, recognising that the future will be different in ways that we do not and cannot necessarily know. Expect the unexpected—surprises are inevitable … it all depends

automated monitoring programmes, machine learning
algorithms and modelling exercises support contextualisation of place-based (catchment-specific) actions in
relation to regional and broader-scale applications (e.g.,

Bizzi et al. 2019; Demarchi et al. 2017; Rowland et al.
2016; Schwenk et al. 2017). Enhanced predictive capacity of an increasingly data-rich science presents unprecedented opportunities to support coherent, strategic,
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Fig. 8 Using lessons learnt from Truths of the Riverscape to determine what is realistically achievable in proactive and precautionary catchment
management plans

geomorphologically informed approaches to river management. Lack of suitable data is no longer a limiting
factor in the development of proactive catchment action
plans that build upon carefully scaffolded packages of
geomorphic information (e.g., Brierley and Fryirs 2005;
Fryirs et al. 2021). Alongside these developments, design
criteria are now in-hand to implement and adapt lowcost restoration practices that apply process-based solutions that work at the scale of the problem (e.g., Ciotti
et al. 2021; Wheaton et al. 2019). Comprehensive flood
management plans as part of climate change adaptation
programmes increasingly frame economic benefits of
enhanced buffering capacity and managed retreat alongside ecologically framed re-naturalisation and re-wilding
initiatives in freedom space and space to move interventions (e.g., Biron et al. 2014; Buffin-Belanger et al. 2015;
Piégay et al. 2005).
Ultimately, the adoption and use of principles embedded within the Truths of the Riverscape reflect political
and societal attitudes to the environment—the workings of institutions, and associated policy and governance arrangements (the outer, all-encompassing box in
Fig. 8). Although remarkable information and insight
present unprecedented capacity to apply geomorphologically informed approaches to manage all river systems,

realities on-the-ground attest to the ineffectiveness of
contemporary practices and decision-making. A growing
chasm exists between what is known and the practical
use that is made of that knowledge (cf., Dark Knowledge;
Jeschke et al. 2019). This attests to the ‘real’ river management problem—the mindset and aspirations which
underpin the ways in which rivers are managed, the
aims and intent with which scientific insights are used to
inform policies, and associated institutional framings and
governance arrangements (Wilcock 1997; Rogers 2006).
In light of these considerations, the challenge for
researchers is to be prepared and ready when called upon
(Table 7). For example, development of resource bases
and large-scale databases that consolidate what is known,
at-scale are not yet readily available, nor OpenAccess for
use (e.g., see Fryirs et al. 2021). Alongside this, systematic generation of ‘archetypal histories’ of evolutionary
trajectories of river systems subject to differing forms of
disturbance are not yet in-hand. Such resource bases are
needed to collectively enact and transform practice and
improve river health on-the-ground (cf., Downs and Piégay 2019).
A geoethical approach emphasises concerns for the
conduct of science, and the ways in which scientific findings are generated and used (e.g., Cronin 2021; Mogk
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and Bruckner 2020). Co-development of constructive
solutions (plans, policies, on-the-ground actions) with
clear, strategic aims and an underlying rationale, with
demonstrable return for investment and effort, underpins
the design and uptake of scientifically informed, naturebased approaches to river management. In simple terms,
a river-centric approach, wherein “if it harms the river
don’t do it” provides a foundation premise upon which
transformative practices can be envisaged and enacted
(Brierley 2020; RiverofLife 2019; Salmond et al. 2019). It’s
time to move beyond excuses, creating futures for which
we can be proud, rather than apologetic.
In summary, despite excellent data availability and good
understanding of river systems, and strong agreement
on what should ethically be done, the river management
‘industry’ is yet to take full advantage of this potential.
In many parts of the world, management processes,
practices and philosophies have so far failed to respond
effectively to lessons learnt from the Truths of the Riverscape. To the authors of this paper, two key issues must
be addressed to transform this situation. First, different
approaches to ‘work’ at the science-management interface are required to influence and embed best available
knowledge and understanding in policy, legislation and
strategic plans. If managers, decision-makers and policymakers who are notionally acting in the interests of
society choose not to apply proactive and precautionary
principles and participatory practices, they should be
accountable for the outcomes that ensue. In negotiating limitations, trade-offs and compromises, short-term
gains/benefits for some must be contextualised in relation to long-term (ongoing) consequences for all.
Second, envisaging and enacting healthy river futures
embraces lessons learnt from Truths of the Riverscape.
In geomorphic terms, locally owned and enacted practices build upon co-designed participatory practices
that work with process-based understandings of river
condition and evolutionary trajectory to co-create and
implement plans of action that respect river diversity
(character and behaviour) and seek to attain and maintain the best achievable state and functionality of each
river system. The geomorphology community has a
responsibility to carefully document and communicate
what it knows and how this knowledge could be used or
applied (e.g., Fryirs et al. 2021). This requires clear articulation of distinctive values and attributes in geoecological
terms, explaining underlying controls to predict realistically achievable futures, incorporating this knowledge
into catchment management plans and enacting those
plans in practice. A move from rhetoric to action is
needed—walking the walk, not just talking the talk. Coordinated leadership within the geomorphology community is required to ‘make this happen’. Prospectively,
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a Riverscapes Consortium of geomorphic practitioners
could develop and facilitate strategic partnerships, support networks and professional development/accreditation programmes in the quest to influence, develop and
implement policy. Skillset development and commitment
to succession planning is also needed to develop a community of researchers, practitioners and influencers, and
support the next generation of river warriors (Freeman
2013; Fryirs and Brierley 2021b). Critically, if/when policy and legislation are in-place, it will be ‘expected’ that
coherent and agreed-upon understandings and plans are
in-hand to facilitate immediate uptake of transformative
practices. As yet, the geomorphology community is not
ready for this. Among numerous considerations, we owe
it to our rivers to do this.

Conclusion
The underlying motivation for this paper lies in a moral
and geoethical quest for social and environmental justice
in sustainable management of healthy rivers in an era of
climate change adaptation. We are yet to learn the lessons from history. Command-and-control approaches
to river management are not sustainable. Although path
dependencies have been set for decades or longer, and we
have good knowledge of the consequences, we continue
to perpetuate harmful practices, despite scientific guidance to the contrary. Continuing to make the same mistakes exacerbates inequities for future generations.
The four Truths of the Riverscape outlined in this
paper use geomorphic principles to demonstrate how
approaches to river management can (and must) move
away from a command-and-control approach that asserts
human authority over rivers. An alternative nature-based
approach conceptualises humans as part of nature, developing and applying understandings of riverscapes as living and emergent entities. To date, management practices
are yet to respond effectively to implications and imperatives of the Truths of the Riverscape. Many places are yet
to adopt approaches that respect the inherent diversity of
river systems, work with their formative processes, assess
their condition in meaningful ways, and use understandings of evolutionary trajectory to work with recovery
principles in the design and prioritisation of proactive
and precautionary catchment management plans. Working with nature, working with the river embraces uptake
of ALL principles outlined in this paper—not selection
of convenient or straightforward elements. A holistic,
river-centric focus embraces the quest for integrity—in
biophysical and socio-cultural terms—envisaging sustainable ways of living with, and adapting to rivers as living and emergent entities. Future prospects reflect the
ways we choose to live with rivers—and each other.
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